
Steps to More 
Strategic Payroll



Across all industries, analysts 

agree that payroll departments 

are hamstrung by time devoted 

to administrative tasks.
 Tactical activities consume resources and 

manpower, while incurring substantial opportunity 

costs as your payroll team could be spending time on 

more strategic contributions. These activities are also 

prone to manual errors, requiring duplicate data 

entry and inefficient workflows just to see them 

through to completion. Convoluted technology in 

payroll processes—maybe the most ubiquitous of 

all business practices—can translate to hundreds 

of hours of lost productivity, and unneeded 

headaches when it comes to tax reporting season or

year-end.

      Technology should empower payroll to become a 

more strategic asset, not act as a barrier. By 

adopting the following payroll best practices, your 

organization can become more efficient and cut 

costs without adding complexity, and leverage the 

full potential of payroll by shifting the burden 

from administrative tasks to strategic goals.
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  Many powerful and complex payroll tech-

nology solutions fall flat because, despite robust 

features and configurability, they fail to act in concert 

with your other data to form a cohesive whole. 

Indeed, at many companies HR is thought of as the 

team that manages your people data, and payroll as 

the team that ensures they get paid, with little to nothing 

linking the two. Instead, your organization should take 

advantage of a solution that unifies payroll and HR data in 

one single system of record, eliminating numerous 

inefficiencies in the process.

     Each separate system utilized for an individual task 

equates to hours of training, support, and confusion when 

interfaces or information don’t line up properly. Often, 

manual corrections are needed to get these systems to 

effectively work together, leading to even more reductions 

in productivity. For example, the seemingly simple process 

of setting up a new employee in your recordkeeping 

system can involve an unexpected amount of crosstalk 

between HR and payroll, which means more room for 

error. With a single solution that facilitates 

cooperation between core HR tasks and your payroll 

team, activities as diverse as monitoring time and 

attendance and tax reporting can be performed "under

Unify payroll data with 
core HR processes



one roof,” with a unified user experience accessible 

through the Web. The streamlining and simplification 

associated with unifying payroll and HR can save 

headaches for both teams, but can also save 

significant money for your business overall. In 

addition to the reclaimed opportunity costs and reduced 

waste, companies that take advantage of unified payroll 

solutions also simply spend less on payroll per 

employee per year. 



Embrace the cloud for 
all payroll activities

            Cloud-based delivery has revolutionized the process-

ing of payroll tasks and the storage of payroll data. 

While on-premise payroll requires more training and 

maintenance with each new location, a single cloud-

based solution encompassing all of your payroll needs 

will further reduce time spent on administrative tasks 

and allow your team to focus on strategic planning 

activities. 

 With the cloud, access to any activity, from viewing 

payroll calendars to processing individual pay groups, is 

available from anywhere, anytime. This gives all payroll 

managers the ability to strategically manage the needs 

of different groups of employees, while executives can 

run and review reports on payroll metrics across the 

entire company rather than settling for isolated pieces of 

information available to a localized system.



 The cloud provides seamless, centralized access 

to payroll processes for the entire organization. This 

eliminates delays in processes which can occur 

when replicating data across databases, provides 

convenient access when dealing with employees 

in foreign countries, and allows processing to be 

performed exactly when it needs to be, rather than 

being constrained to business hours. All of this 

translates to reduced administrative overhead for 

your payroll professionals, and more time spent 

advancing your overall business goals. 



   Payroll processing, even for very complex organ-

izations, should be measured in minutes and hours, 

not days or weeks. But the addition of new 

branches, mergers, acquisitions, and more can 

leave businesses with different payroll processing 

schemes for different areas of the company. And if any 

of these areas used outdated or incompatible tax-filing 

or reporting systems, processing can come to a 

grinding halt while all of the workflows and data streams 

are reconciled. Systemically eliminating this redundancy 

in favor of employing a single, straightforward procedure 

regardless of pay group or location is a crucial best 

practice when transforming payroll into a more

strategic force.

   A unified, cloud-based solution can automatically 

retrieve time and attendance data for processing and 

instantly calculate pay, steps that may have 

previously involved multiple spreadsheets and 

manual data entry from disparate systems. Payroll

Eliminate unnecessary 
or redundant steps  



adjustments can be made at any time, so an entire process 

does not need to be aborted to make small modifications. You 

can also take advantage of the wealth of people data 

available and create payroll models—bundling many steps 

into one—that can be reused when setting up new employee 

groups rather than starting from scratch. 

    In addition to unifying your data, your company may 

wish to consider consolidating pay cycles so that less 

processing is necessary overall. Monthly or bimonthly pay 

periods can save substantial overhead, especially if your 

business involves many pay groups for different kinds of 

employees. Many companies are eliminating the printing 

of paper checks altogether, using direct deposit and 

other electronic means to reduce paper waste and cut yet 

another step out of the process.



   It may be surprising to hear that a best practice for 

strategic payroll might involve employees outside of 

payroll entirely, but consider this: every minute your 

payroll professionals spend on the phone or answering an 

email to give employees pay information or instructions 

on how to use their system is time that could be spent on 

more strategic activities. Every time an employee contacts 

payroll to request information they could have obtained 

themselves, it means lost productivity on the payroll side.

   By taking advantage of a payroll solution in the 

cloud, the same unified, single-user experience 

described above for your managers and executives 

would be available to every employee at your 

organization. With role-based access, employees can 

log in and view the important HR and compsensation

Empower employees 
with access to their 

own data



data that applies to them without needing 

anything other than an Internet connection. 

Employees can view paycheck details and pay 

summaries, get their W-4s and tax withholding 

information, and more at their fingertips. 

Best-in-class solutions have even 

embraced mobile technology to enable the modern 

multi-generational workforce to instantly view their 

pay data on a smartphone or tablet.



   Outside of inefficiencies found in internal processes, many 

payroll teams struggle to find a workable form of integration with 

third-party entities such as financial institutions and benefits 

providers. Crafting improvised solutions to ensure the data gets to 

the right place on-time can become a nightmare, especially if 

different providers require the same payroll data at different times. 

In the worst case scenario, managing the export and ensuring 

accuracy can require custom work from your IT team.

 Best-in-class human capital management eliminates these 

hassles by relying on secure, common Web standards for data 

transfer and reconciliation, and offers a consistent interface and user 

experience for setting up an integration regardless of the provider in 

question. Company-wide payroll data may be exported to a general 

ledger, and then effortlessly connected to an insurance provider for 

open enrollment, a bank to set up recurring direct deposits, and so on. 

 Combining and streamlining your payroll team’s third-party 

integration processes can ensure reliable exports of data for critical 

services, while freeing up valuable resources that can be devoted to 

other tasks.

Ensure seamless 
integration between 

payroll and third-party
 providers



      Payroll is all-too-frequently overlooked when it 

comes to analyzing critical company data at the 

corporate level for strategic insight. The truth is that 

payroll data can be just as valuable as any other form of 

trend analysis. Embraced by organizations that have 

learned how to get the most from their human capital, 

this best practice leverages your payroll information as 

one piece of a larger puzzle; using hard data to assist 

your executives in making decisions that align with 

the strategic goals of your business. A best-in-class, 

cloud-based unified payroll solution will include these 

analysis and reporting capabilities to give you 

immediate access to the metrics you need.

      With powerful business intelligence tools, your 

payroll managers can create strategic reports that 

focus on departmental or company-wide factors and 

answer key questions for maximizing efficiency and

Leverage reporting and 
analytics to optimize 

performance



growth. Labor costs can be applied to predictive 

analysis for new locations or hires. Trend 

analysis on tax liabilities can narrow down 

compliance issues for targeting. More 

complex, cross-departmental reports can be 

employed to compare salary ranges between 

teams, get the most from your company budget, 

and even further streamline your use of payroll 

resources.



More than 3,000 organizations have selected UltiPro as 

their payroll and HR software of choice. Industry leaders have 

relied on UltiPro to serve their people management needs for 

more than a decade, from core HR and payroll to benefits and 

performance management. Ultimate Software has a proven 

track record of best-in-class functionality and outstanding 

customer service for the industry.

• Streamline,	 consolidate	 and	 enhance	 your	 payroll

processes to maximize strategic impact

• Capture	 real-time	 employee	 information	 based	 on	 a

plethora of demographics to stay at the forefront of industry

trends

• Easily	 integrate	with	your	third-party	systems	for	point-of- 

 sale systems, timekeeping, and 401(k) providers

• Manage	 your	 global	 employees’	 HR/payroll	 data	 from

anywhere with 24-7 online access

For more information about Ultimate Software and 

UltiPro, please visit www.ultimatesoftware.com. 

http://www.ultimatesoftware.com



